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Abstract – Accurate information about nature and extent of land cover changes especially in rapidly growing areas is 

essential. Change detection plays very important role in different applications such as video surveillance, medical imaging 

and remote sensing. It plays a very important role in landuse and cover analysis, forest and vegetation inspection and 

flood monitoring. Semarang City, located on the north coast of island of Java, Indonesia that is very much prone to tidal 

floods. The objective of this research is to assess, evaluate and monitor the nature and extent of land cover changes in 

Semarang city through the period from 2012 to 2014 using remotely sensed Landsat multispectral images. Four change 

detection techniques namely; post-classification, image differencing, image regression and principal component analysis 

were applied. The objective is extended to examine the effectiveness of each change detection technique regarding the 

ability to differentiate changed from unchanged areas based on the pixel-by-pixel analysis and calculating the overall 

number of changed pixels. The results indicated that the post classification change detection technique provided the 

highest accuracy while the principal component analysis technique gave the least accuracy. 

 

IndexTerms – Change detection, Post classification, Image differencing, Image regression, Principal component Analysis 

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The earth's surface is changing as a result of natural phenomena or human activity, for example, wildfires, lightning strikes, 

storms, pests, agro-forestry, agricultural expansion, social, economic, technological, historical factors and urban growth. Change 

detection can be defined as the process of identifying differences in the state of an object or phenomenon by observing it at 

different times. This process is usually applied to Earth surface changes at two or more times. Data from remote sensing with its 

synoptic and regular coverage at short interval and consistent image quality provides a viable source of updated land cover 

information which can be extracted efficiently and cheaply in order to inventory and monitor types and extent of environmental 

changes. The basic premise in using remotely sensed data is that, changes in land cover must result in differences in radiance values 

that must be large enough with respect to radiance changes caused by other false factors such as differences in atmospheric 

conditions, illumination, and viewing angle. 

Semarang city, located to the north coast of Java, Indonesia has been considered as sixth most populous city and the fifth largest 

Indonesian city after Jakarta, Surabaya, Bandung, and Medan. Greater Semarang (aka Kedungsapur) has a population of close to 6 

million, and is located at6°58′S 110°25′E. It is considered as one of the tidal flood prone area on the island. So, it became important 

to have institutional capabilities for monitoring, assessment and control of land cover changes for this island city. Moreover, the 

quantitative and qualitative analysis of these changes will certainly provide very important information for the prediction of the 

future changes which will certainly help for the decision making for economic development and resource management of Semarang 

city. The objective of this research is to identify the nature and extent of land-cover changes of Semarang city through the period 

from 2012 to 2014. There are several methods for mapping land cover changes using remotely sensed data. In this study, four of the 

most commonly used change detection techniques were applied to detect the nature and extent of the land-cover changes in 

Semarang city using Landsat multispectral images. These techniques are; (1) post-classification, (2) image differencing, (3) image 

regression, and (4) principal component analysis. Finally, quantitative evaluations for the results of these techniques were 

performed to determine the most appropriate change detection technique which will provide the highest accuracy for identifying the 

nature and extent of land-cover changes in Semarang  city. In this study several image processing steps were conducted by the aid 

of MATLAB software version 7.1. 

II. STUDY AREA AND DATA SETS 

Study area 

The study area constitutes the city of Semarang situated on the north coast of the island of Java, Indonesia. It is the capital and 

largest city of the province of Central Java. It is located at 6°58′S 110°25′E. 
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Data Sets 

Two Landsat subscenes covering the study area were used. The first subscene was acquired in 2012 which shows the image 

befor the city was hit by floods  and the second subscene was acquired in 2014 which shows the image after the city was hit by 

floods. Both the subscenes are available in bands 3, 2 and 1 as shown in Figure 1. 

 

       
Fig.1(a) Semarany City, 2012                                       Fig.1(b) Semarang City, 2014 

III. METHODOLOGY AND RESULTS 

Four of the most commonly used change detection methods were applied to the  multi-temporal Landsat images. These methods 

are: (1) Post-Classification (2) Image differencing (3) Image regression, and (4) Principal Components Analysis (PCA). The output 

was then analysed on pixel-by-pixel to detect the overall number of changed pixels using all the four methods mentioned before. 

Finally, the analysis of the results obtained using all the methods was done to find the most accurate method of Change Detection 

based the number of changed pixels detected.  

 

Post Classification Comparison 

Initially, an unsupervised classification was applied to both the acquired multi-temporal images using MATLAB software. Both 

the multi-temporal images were classified into two classes namely, water and vegetation. Lastly, the classified image of Semarang 

city after flood taken in 2014 was subtracted from the pre-flood 2012 image. The analysis of the output was done on pixel-by-pixel 

basis and the total number of changed pixels were calculated. The simulation results of the Post Classification method is shown in 

Figure 2. 

 
Fig 2. Simulation results of Post Classification method 

Figure 2 shows the images of the two data sets which are classified into two classes namely, vegetation and water which can be 

seen in vegetation1 and water1 for 2012 Semarang image and vegetation2 and water2 for 2014 Semarang image. Finally 
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vegetation2 image is subtracted from vegetation1 image as shown in diff in vegetation image in which purple colored pixels shows 

the changed pixels. Similarly, diff in water image shows changes in the water pixels in the images. 

Image Differencing 

Image differencing change detection technique is performed by subtracting the digital number (DN) value of a pixel in one date 

for a given band from the DN value of the same pixel for the same band of another date. For each band, image 2012 was subtracted 

from image 2014 in a pixel by pixel manner resulting in three difference images for the three bands 3, 2 and 1. For each difference 

image, a threshold value based on standard deviation (SD) is required to delineate the changed pixels from the unchanged pixels. 

To determine the most appropriate threshold value, an iterative process was carried out by selecting different threshold values of 

the standard deviation. The results of the image differencing technique are simply the pixels that changed between the two 

acquisition dates. The simulation results of Image Differencing method using MATLAB is shown in Figure 3. 

 

 
Fig.3 Simulation results of Image Differencing Change Detection Method 

Figure 3 shows the two datasets, along with the number of changed pixels shown by white colored pixels in bands 3,2 and 1 and 

finally the overall number of changed pixels is shown by the white colored area. 

Image Regression 

The regression intersection method of minimizing the effect of the atmosphere is attractive to many analysts as it provides 

absolute results from the image data without the use of ancillary data. The method generally involves calculation of regression lines 

for a number of surface materials of contrasting spectral properties. The regression line method (RLM) determines a 'best fit' line 

for multispectral plots of pixels within homogenous cover types. Ideally, the intersection of lines must represent a point of zero 

ground reflectance since this is the only point at which radiometric values of two spectrally different materials can be safe. If no 

atmospheric scattering has taken place, the intersection of the line would be expected to pass through the origin. The slope of the 

plot is proportional to the ratio of the reflective material. However, the lines will, in reality, intersect the x and y axis producing two 

offset values. These brightness values represent the amount of bias caused by atmospheric scattering Crippen (1987) recommends 

the collection of a series of training areas resulting in many regression lines intersecting in two dimensional spaces at the same 

point using training sets to represent homogeneous land cover types. The relative values generated by regression method tend to be 

more reliable. 

In this method, the image I2 from time (t2) is assumed to be a linear function of image I1from time (t1). The image I2 is taken 

as the ‘‘reference’’ image and I1 as a ‘‘subject’’ image. The subject image is then adjusted to match the radiometric conditions of 

the reference image. A regression analysis, such as least-squares regression, can help identify gains and offsets by radiometrically 

normalizing the subject image to match the reference image (Lunetta, 1999). Change is detected by subtracting regressed image 

from the first-date image using MATLAB software. The simulated results of Image Regression Change detection method is shown 

in figure 4. 
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Fig.4 Simulation results of Image Regression Change Detection method 

Figure 4 shows the two image data sets used as input1 and input2 along the regressed image shown as predicted image2 which 

is then subtracted from input2. The final image 2predicted minus image2 image shows the overall number of changed pixels by 

blue colored pixels and green colored pixels. 

Principal Component Analysis (PCA) 

The principal components are based on the eigenvectors of the variance – covariance matrix of the merged data set (the six 

bands). These eigenvectors were linearly transformed to provide the eigenstructure which specify the type of information content 

and the weight of which band variance loaded and involved in each principal component. Thus, the unchanged areas which have 

high correlation between the two examined images, i.e., areas of common variance in the two dates could be explained by the first 

PCs as they sought to account for the maximum possible variance of the multi-date data. In contrast, changed areas which can be 

interpreted as the features that are not present in either of the sets and occupy only a minor proportion of the two dates would be 

presented in the latter order of the principal components. This whole procedure was implemented using MATLAB software and the 

output of only PC 2 component was considered which gave the information about the changes occurred in the images. The 

simulation results of the PCA change detection method is shown in figure 5. 

 

 
Fig.5 Simulation results of Principal Component Analysis Change Detection method 

      Figure 5 shows the two input datasets along with PC2 component image of PCA method showing the overall number of 

changed pixels by white color in the third image and blue color in the fourth image. 
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IV. ANALYSIS OF RESULTS 

The quantitative analysis of all the four methods implemented using MATLAB software can be summarized in the following 

table 1 and table 2. Table 1 shows the ocerall number of changed pixels detected by Image Differencing, Image regression and 

Principal component analysis methods while table 2 shows the overall number of changed pixels detected by the Post classification 

change detection method.  

 

Table 1. Quantitative Analysis of Image differencing, Image Regression and Principal Component Analysis methods. 

Sr. 

No. 

Change Detection 

method 

Number of 

Changed pixels 

in band 3 

Number of 

Changed pixels 

in band 2 

Number of 

Changed pixels 

in band 1 

Number of 

Overall 

Changed pixels 

Total number 

of pixels in the 

image 

1. 
Image 

Differencing 
31493 41441 31459 38576 72900 

2. Image regression 32283 29084 27786 30122 72900 

3. 

Principal 

Component 

Analysis 

12829 12656 14167 14210 72900 

 

Table 2. Quantitative Analysis of Post Classification Change Detection method. 

Sr. 

No. 
Input Image 

Total number of 

vegetation pixels 

Number of 

Changed vegetation 

pixels 

Total number 

of water pixels 

Number of 

Changed water 

pixels 

Overall number 

of Changed pixels 

1. 
Semarang 

city, 2012 
23452 

 

19645 

24666 
 

39678 

 

52334 
2. 

Semarang 

city, 2014 
49448 48234 

 

 

Graph 1. Overall number of changed pixels detected by all the four methods. 

Graph 1 summarizes the overall accuracy calculated from each change/unchange and classified number of pixels by applying 

the four change detection techniques, it can be noted that the post-classification change detection technique has provided the 

highest overall accuracy compared to the other three change detection techniques, it is followed by the image differencing and 

image regression techniques and finally the principal component technique. This is because the post classification technique 

requires less processing steps which depend mainly on the individual classifications of the two data sets. 

V. CONCLUSION 

For both the generated change/unchange and classified change images the post-classification change detection technique has 

provided the highest overall accuracy. It is followed by the image differencing and image differencing techniques. The principal 

component analysis has provided the least accuracy. This can be explained by the fact that the post classification change detection 

technique is straightforward since its accuracy is mainly dependent upon the accuracy of the initial classifications of the two 

images. In the other three change detection techniques more processing stages are required such as the radiometric normalization, 
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determining the appropriate threshold value etc. These additional processing steps resulted in more errors induced and consequently 

reduced the overall accuracy of the results obtained using these change detection techniques. The obtained accuracy due to using 

the principal component technique for the change/unchange and classified change image is the lowest compared to the other used 

techniques. It seems that, the changed areas between the two original images are not effectively represented by the information 

content of PC2. 
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